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girl in the equipage ? She's fallen out of her carriage, this one
has, as if I were a highwayman! Hold tight to your little mother,
now you're safe back!"
These last words were addressed to the tiny paper doll,
which at the moment he approached the vehicle had fluttered
down from Lovie's lap into the puddle at his feet; but it was not
only his recovery of that crumpled bit of paper that endeared
him at once to the child's heart; it was something that she alone
knew, she alone, not Mummy or nobody else, namely that
she was playing at visiting the queen, just as the man had
said! .
It never entered her thoughts to wonder how this heavy,
dirty, sallow, black-headed intruder in a woollen jersey knew
about this secret game between herself and the paper doll.
With an instinct beyond the instinct of any of his intimates,
beyond that of Nance herself, and far beyond that of his son,
Lovie had divined the fact, after one glance at that majestic,
nebulous, sickly-looking face bending down to pick up that bit
of paper, that here was someone who treated existence exactly
as she did, that is to say, who regarded what you were pretend-
ing as the only real reality in your life. This being the case it
hardly required explanation that he should have jumped to
the right conclusion about her doll, namely, that she was the
troublesome "Gwendolly" going to court in a circus-carriage
with her severe mother, Lovie.
And as for Wizzie herself, perhaps never since that first day
with the Urgans, when she had realized with a young girl's
penetration that Old Funky "liked" her so well that nothing
would stop him from giving her the best training he could,
had she felt so rejoiced to meet anyone as she felt now to meet
Mr. Quirm. She liked him for his evident admiration of Lovie,
she liked him for saving them from the cows, and above all she
liked him for looking at her as if he found her beautiful and
desirable.
"I suppose," he remarked presently in a voice so casual that
Wizzie thought he must be referring to that ridiculous bed-
post that D. No-man made such a fuss about, "your good man
hasn't yet told you what we discovered that day at Maiden
Castle?"
"Oh, dear no, Mr. Quirm. D.'s never one for talking about
his walks! He adores walking. I never heard of a man who

